TERANGA WORKS WITH ITS HOST COMMUNITIES TO ERADICATE HUNGER AND PROVIDE SUSTAINABLE FOOD SOURCE IN THE REGION.

#MarketGardens

928
Women working in 10 market gardens funded by Teranga

350
Tonnes of vegetables produced in 4 years

VOTE HERE to support for the Canadian UN SDG Awards 2017.
Teranga works towards improving agricultural techniques and improving yields

#Tractors #PilotFarms #LawnTractors

Teranga supports agriculture producers through equipments, intrants, etc. and with a pilot farm program benefiting more than 20 local producers.

Fully-equipped tractors donated to the Communes surrounding the mine site.

Vote here to support Teranga Gold Corporation for the Canadian UN SDG Awards 2017.
TERANGA SUPPORTS HEALTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE OF ITS OPERATIONS

#MALARIA_SPRAY #MEDICINES #INFRASTRUCTURES

+11,000 People from 14 villages benefiting from the malaria spray program funded by SGO

Medicines and equipment donated every year by SGO to the communes

Total of six health infrastructures built and refurbished by SGO since 2011. Two in 2016

VOTE HERE to support TERANGA GOLD CORPORATION for the Canadian UN SDG Awards 2017.
TERANGA SUPPORTS HEALTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE OF ITS OPERATIONS

#AMBULANCE

- Maintenance of the ambulance done by SGO in Sabodala
- Fully equipped ambulances donated to the Sabodala and Khossanto health posts
- Fuel support provided by SGO
TERANGA supports education from kindergarten to secondary level.

#Bursary #SchoolSupplies #Classrooms

1,846 primary school pupils getting their school supplies for free from Teranga every year.

New school infrastructures and renovation every year.

90 students every year get a Teranga bursary to go to high school.

Vote here to support Teranga Gold Corporation for the Canadian UN SDG Awards 2017.
TERANGA WORKS TOWARDS EMPOWERING WOMEN AND EASE THEIR DAILY CHORES

#REGIONALNETWORK #TRAINING #WOMENEMPOWERMENT

600 Women organized in GIE and benefiting from empowerment training

12 Girls from the Lycee Technique of Kedougou benefit from a 10 months bursary from SGO

20+ Grain mills donated and maintained with the support of Teranga

600 Women organized in GIE and benefiting from empowerment training

VOTE HERE to support for the Canadian UN SDG Awards 2017.
TERANGA supports water and sanitation projects in the villages where we operate.

#SolarWater #Borehole

4 Water supply systems installed in the villages (Sabodala, Faloumbo, Dambankhoto, Bransan)

10+ Water boreholes per year installed by SGO in the villages in the region and support provided for maintenance.

Vote here to support for the Canadian UN SDG Awards 2017.
Teranga supports the promotion and progression of its Senegalese employees through training and development

#SkillDevelopment

Personalized skill development and employees progression plans with more than 80 training programs on site.

40 Senegalese employees promoted

130 Senegalese employees have progressed in their job.

VOTE HERE to support Teranga Gold Corporation for the Canadian UN SDG Awards 2017.
TERANGA IS A PARTNER OF CHOICE FOR LOCAL COLLECTIVITIES AND ADMINISTRATION

#GOODGOVERNANCE #INSTITUTIONALSUPPORT #LOCALPLANNING

600 Million XOF partnership conventions signed with Khossanto and Sabodala
TERANGA HAS LAUNCHED THE TERANGA DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY AND WORKS TOWARDS ITS COMPLETION BY BRINGING PARTNERS IN THE KEDOUGOU REGION. #CANADIANROUNDTABLE

20 Projects carried by the Roundtable

30 Canadian development actors involved in the initiative for the development of the Kedougou Region

Local stakeholders involved in the Roundtable

VOTE HERE to support for the Canadian UN SDG Awards 2017.
TERANGA HAS INITIATED A NATIONAL PROJECT TO REVIVE THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY IN SENEGAL FROM SEED TO SHELVES
#COTTONINITIATIVE #WHITEGOLDFORLIFE

400
Potential jobs to be created in country along the value chain

92%
Increase in cotton production in the Region surrounding our mine site (Saraya)

500
Cotton producers supported in 2016

Steering Committee involving the Government, producers, industrials and retailers

VOTE HERE to support for the Canadian UN SDG Awards 2017.